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return¹ 

YTD return¹

Arbitrage 1.74% 3.69% 2.11%
Credit 2.57% 8.35% -5.69%
Equity L/S 2.16% 11.25% 0.06%
Event 2.08% 9.21% -1.37%
Long biased 1.98% 13.34% -5.31%
Macro 1.45% 6.74% -1.10%
Multi-Strategy 2.46% 7.75% 4.84%
Quant -1.17% -0.66% -7.75%
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Multi-Strategy
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¹Underlying funds are asset weighted in master strategy groupings
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MARKETS
Global lockdown restrictions continued to loosen in June, however the Director of the WHO, Dr Ghebreyesus, warned in his speech on 
29th June that “With ten million cases now and 0.5 million deaths, unless we address the problems we have already identified… the 
worst is yet to come.” The US saw a dramatic rise in new Covid-19 infections during June, new cases exceeded the previous peak in 
April. Tensions between US and China remained elevated, despite US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo meeting with Chinese officials in 
Hawaii in mid-June. China passed a wide-ranging new security law for Hong Kong at the end of June. The new law makes it easier to 
punish protestors and reduces the territory’s autonomy.

Equity indices were largely positive at the end of June, but it was a month of high volatility. Most equity indices continued on the 
upward trajectory established in May during the first month of June. Significant losses were made in the second week of the month as 
investor concern mounted about a second wave of Covid-19 infections and the potential economic impact. European and Emerging 
Market equities significantly outperformed their US, UK and Japanese counterparts.

Credit indices were largely positive in June, following the Federal Reserves’ announcement of its $500bn bond buying programme. US 
investment grade credit outperformed high yield. Hard currency EM bonds also performed strongly.

Major Events

Equities

US dollar weakened during July, as markets braced for the growing likelihood of a Biden presidency, and the anticipated higher-tax 
economy that could ensue. At one point during the month, the US dollar index fell to its lowest level since June 2011. Even some better-
than-expected economic data releases failed to stimulate the US dollar. The Euro strengthened during June, bolstered by the ECB’s 
extension of its bond buying programme. The Australian and New Zealand dollars both made significant gains against the US dollar, up 
3.5% and 4.0% respectively.

Commodities generally benefited from the loosening of lockdown measures. Oil prices continued to recover, but at a less vertiginous 
rate than was seen in May; Brent Crude Futures was up 8.10% in June. Industrial metals performed strongly as wider economic activity 
picked up. Gold prices continued to rise in June, up 2.90%, benefiting from continued concerns about US/China relations.

Developed Market government bond yields increased at the beginning of June, as the risk-on environment carried over from May. As 
volatility increased in equity markets, demand picked up for safe haven investments. US 10-year Treasury yields ended the month flat, 
and core European bond yields decreased slightly. As the economic impact of the Coronavirus pandemic continued to grow, 
government borrowing soared. All G7 countries, with the exception of Germany and Canada now have nominal debt larger than the size 
of their economy as measured in GDP. Argentina extended the deadline for restructuring its debt as the negotiations came close to 
collapse. 

Macro funds monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine returned an average of 1.5% in June. All sub-strategies had 
positive performance for the month. The Emerging Markets Macro sub-strategy was the strongest performer for a 
second month running, up 2.7%. As in May, the Commodities sub strategy was the weakest performer in June, returning 
0.7%. Currency volatility, notably in the US dollar, and rates trading drove returns. Most funds were observed to maintain 
elevated risk levels.

Multi-Strategy funds monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine returned an average of 2.5% in June. Multi-Strategy 
funds with AUM of $0.5bn - $2bn outperformed their larger and smaller peers. Dispersion between Multi-Strategy funds 
was slightly tighter than observed in May. Multi-Strategy continued to be the strongest performing master strategy 
monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine year to date, with year to date performance up 4.8% on average. 

Currencies

Commodities

The Credit strategy group monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine generated an average return of 2.6% in June, 
the strongest performing master strategy monitored. In a month where investment-grade debt outperformed high yield, 
Credit funds focused on better-quality assets typically outperformed Distressed-focused funds.

The Equity Long/Short strategy peer group monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine returned 2.3% on average in 
June. Long books lead the positive performance across most sub-strategies. All sub-strategy groups had positive 
performance for the month, but Asia Pacific had the strongest performance, up 4.8%, driven by liquidity from global 
central banks’ QE programmes. Sector funds also performed strongly, up 4.1%, in June lead by gains in IT, consumer 
discretionary and materials.

HEDGE FUNDS

Long Biased

Hedge Fund 
Composite

Most strategies monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine generated positive returns in June, whilst market 
sentiment shifted throughout the month. The average hedge fund return in June across all strategies was 1.6%, bringing 
average Q2 2020 performance to 8.1%. Strategy dispersion continued to tighten compared to levels observed in May 
2020. Q2 2020 was the strongest quarter of performance for hedge funds in over 15 years as tracked by Aurum’s Hedge 
Fund Data Engine.

Despite volatile equity markets in June, Long Biased funds monitored by Aurum’s Hedge Fund Data Engine generated an 
average return of 2.0% in June, but remain down -5.3% year to date. All sub-strategies were positive for the month, with 
the strongest performing sub-strategy being Long Equity, which was up 2.9%.

Credit

The Hedge Fund Data Engine is a proprietary database maintained by Aurum Research Limited (“ARL”) containing data on over 4,000 active hedge funds representing in excess of $2.9 trillion of assets as at December 2019. Data from the Hedge Fund Data Engine is provided on the following basis: (1) Hedge Fund Data Engine data is provided for 
informational purposes only; (2) information and data included in the Hedge Fund Data Engine are obtained from various third party sources including Aurum’s own research, regulatory filings, public registers and other data providers and are provided on an “as is” basis; (3) Aurum does not perform any audit or verify the information provided 
by third parties; (4) Aurum is not responsible for and does not warrant the correctness, accuracy, or reliability of the data in the Hedge Fund Data Engine; (5) any constituents and data points in the Hedge Fund Data Engine may be removed at any time; (6) the completeness of the data may vary in the Hedge Fund Data Engine; (7) Aurum does 
not warrant that the data in the Hedge Fund Data Engine will be free from any errors, omissions or inaccuracies; (8) the information in the Hedge Fund Data Engine does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or financial product or vehicle whatsoever or any type of tax or investment advice or recommendation; 
(9) past performance is no indication of future results; and (10) Aurum reserves the right to change its Hedge Fund Data Engine methodology at any time and may elect to supress or change underlying data should it be considered optimal for representation and/or accuracy. Coverage Indicator of Eligible Funds Having Reported (as at 100%). 
By fund assets (Jun): 67%. By no. of funds (Jun): 55%. For further detail on the strategy definitions visit https://www.aurum.com/hedge-fund-strategy-definitions/

²The box represents the middle half of the data (from the 25th to the 75th percentile), with an additional line showing the middle value (the median or 50th percentile). The whiskers show the extreme values (the 5th and 95th percentiles).
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12 Month Correlation 
Matrix Arbitrage Credit Equity L/S Event Long 

biased Macro Multi-
Strategy Quant Net Performance³ Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20

Arbitrage 1.00 0.95 0.80 0.86 0.78 0.85 0.93 0.54 Arbitrage 0.12% 0.62% 0.23% 0.18% 0.18% 0.40% 0.82% 0.72% -3.02% 1.01% 0.90% 1.74%

Credit 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.91 0.95 0.95 0.72 Credit 0.18% -0.48% 0.17% -0.05% 0.16% 1.20% 0.73% -0.68% -12.99% 2.78% 2.77% 2.57%

Equity L/S 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.73 Equity L/S 0.61% -0.67% -0.91% 1.04% 2.28% 2.08% -0.04% -2.17% -8.02% 5.55% 3.17% 2.16%

Event 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.76 Event 0.31% -0.31% 0.64% 0.35% 1.16% 1.69% -0.20% -1.74% -7.91% 4.47% 2.40% 2.08%

Long biased 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.80 Long biased 0.70% -0.88% 0.77% 1.57% 1.50% 2.50% -0.09% -4.89% -12.08% 7.37% 3.51% 1.98%

Macro 1.00 0.93 0.72 Macro 0.65% -1.53% 0.50% 0.77% -0.07% 2.21% 0.37% -0.91% -6.83% 2.37% 2.77% 1.45%

Multi-Strategy 1.00 0.63 Multi-Strategy 0.64% 0.32% -0.15% 0.46% 0.71% 1.35% 1.09% 0.31% -4.04% 3.08% 2.02% 2.46%

Quant 1.00 Quant 1.97% -0.30% 0.45% -0.78% 0.63% 0.17% 0.10% -3.01% -4.36% 0.63% -0.11% -1.17%

⁵P&L/AUM shows the percentage change in AUM accounted for by performance, split by strategy. Net flows/AUM shows the percentage change in AUM accounted for by subscriptions and redemptions, split by strategy.

-5.78%

⁴Asset weighted 12 month volatility.
³Asset weighted average strategy performance

The Hedge Fund Data Engine is a proprietary database maintained by Aurum Research Limited (“ARL”) containing data on over 4,000 active hedge funds representing in excess of $2.9 trillion of assets as at December 2019. Data from the Hedge Fund Data Engine is provided on the following basis: (1) Hedge Fund Data Engine data is provided for 
informational purposes only; (2) information and data included in the Hedge Fund Data Engine are obtained from various third party sources including Aurum’s own research, regulatory filings, public registers and other data providers and are provided on an “as is” basis; (3) Aurum does not perform any audit or verify the information provided 
by third parties; (4) Aurum is not responsible for and does not warrant the correctness, accuracy, or reliability of the data in the Hedge Fund Data Engine; (5) any constituents and data points in the Hedge Fund Data Engine may be removed at any time; (6) the completeness of the data may vary in the Hedge Fund Data Engine; (7) Aurum does 
not warrant that the data in the Hedge Fund Data Engine will be free from any errors, omissions or inaccuracies; (8) the information in the Hedge Fund Data Engine does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or financial product or vehicle whatsoever or any type of tax or investment advice or recommendation; 
(9) past performance is no indication of future results; and (10) Aurum reserves the right to change its Hedge Fund Data Engine methodology at any time and may elect to supress or change underlying data should it be considered optimal for representation and/or accuracy. Coverage Indicator of Eligible Funds Having Reported (as at 100%). 
By fund assets (Jun): 67%. By no. of funds (Jun): 55%. For further detail on the strategy definitions visit https://www.aurum.com/hedge-fund-strategy-definitions/
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